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COHERENCE IN NONMONOIDAL CLOSED CATEGORIES

BY

MIGUEL L. LAPLAZA

Abstract. A nonmonoidal closed category is a category with an internal

homomorphism functor, left Yoneda natural arrows, unity object and some

natural transformations and coherence axioms. The object of this paper is to

give a complete solution of the coherence problem in this structure: we use a

cut-elimination theorem as basic tool to prove that the elementary natural

transformations are characterized by their graph (roughly speaking the

graph is the type of identification imposed by a natural transformation on

the arguments of its domain and codomain).

Introduction. A coherence result can be described either as the study of the

conditions of commutativity of a family of diagrams [21], [22, p. 76], or as the

description of the diagrams which commute under determined conditions

[23], or as the description of a part of the structure of a type of categories

which proves the commutativity of a class of diagrams [10, p. 283]. There is

also an abstract theory of coherence [8] which can be used as framework for

such questions.

In our case the three approaches are equivalent: we have the structure of

nonmonoidal closed category with its axioms, a theory of this structure that

uses the commutativity of many diagrams and we want to find all the

diagrams that must commute in that structure. Using an expression of J. R.

Isbell [6], "the problem is to what extend elementary diagrams must com-

mute". For technical reasons we study paths rather than diagrams so that our

problem reduces to giving a good criterion that establishes whether the

composites of two elementary paths are equal.

The categories whose coherence we are going to study were called closed

categories by Eilenberg-Kelly [3, p. 421] but we have used in the title of the

paper the expression "nonmonoidal closed category" for the sake of clarity

because the term closed category has been used as short for different

concepts. After this remark we will keep the original terminology of closed

category through this paper. Thus following the definition of [3, p. 421] a

closed category is a category with internal homomorphism functor, left

Yoneda natural arrows, unit object and suitable axioms and natural transfor-
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mations, but a closed category is not supposed to be monoidal. On the other

hand, and to the effects of the coherence, not all the structure is needed,

hence we define the so-called formal closed categories by taking the part of

the structure that is relevant for coherence purposes.

The problem of the coherence in closed categories appears explicitly

formulated in [23, p. 241] and it can be considered as the "psychological

dual" of the coherence in monoidal categories [21]. Moreover the striking

resemblance between the axioms (3.5) of [21, p. 33] and CC3 of [3, p. 429]

suggested the existence of similar coherence results in both cases.

As we have said we formulate the coherence problem in terms of paths

rather than diagrams. If S is a set with the element 2 we call F{S) the

category whose objects and arrows are all the "meaningful formal combina-

tions" of the elements involved in the definition of a formal closed category

which contains as objects all the elements of S with 2 as unit object. If V is a

formal closed category, any map from S into Ob V that preserves the unit

object can be lifted to a functor from F{S) into V: two arrows of S are said

to be equivalent when their images by any such functor are equal. The basic

aim of the paper is to prove that two arrows of F{S) with the same domain

and codomain are equivalent if and only if they have the same graph in the

sense of [4]. We must recall that we are dealing with natural arrows in a

generalized sense where arguments of the domain and codomain can be

identified and the graph can be defined intuitively as the pattern of this

identification. The paper studies the category Shapv = Shap, of the shapes

with respect to a formal closed category V, defined as the category F{S)

when 5 = Ob V: the identity map of S originates a strict closed functor | |:

Shap -» V and the coherence theorem of the paper proves that for/, g: A -> B

arrows of Shap the equality of the graphs implies |/| = \g\ and the solution of

the coherence problem is a straightforward consequence of this fact.

We are going to mention two other approaches to the solution of this

problem that as long as we know have not been carried out yet. There exists

an embedding of a closed category into a nonassociative monoidal closed

category [1], [2], [9] that reduces the problem to that of the coherence in a

nonassociative monoidal closed category; this is an open question although

for the nonassociative monoidal case the solution is known [16]. Another

possibility is to use the embedding of a closed category into a biclosed

category [19] and the problem is reduced to the coherence in a biclosed

category problem which has not been resolved completely [23, p. 241], [14, p.

116], [8, p. 144].
The paper is divided into four sections. In the first section we detail the

definitions and the basic concepts. In the second section we study up to

equivalences the structure of the arrows of the category of shapes of a formal
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closed category and we prove the cut-elimination theorem. The third section

contains some preliminary results and the coherence theorem. In the last

section we give the general solution and some remarks on the results.

We assume some familiarity with the concepts of graph as used in [4], [8],

[9] or [11], natural transformation in the generalized sense of [4] or [24, pp.

214-218] and closed category [3]. Throughout the paper we will adopt the

following conventions:

(a) We will omit as many subindices as can be recovered from the context.

(b) We will use the same symbol to denote a natural transformation and its

inverse if it exists in the ordinary sense or in the formal sense of §1; the

context will make clear the exact meaning of the symbol.

(c) We will use the symbol [ ] to denote the internal homomorphism functor

and sometimes we will use a comma to make clear its two components.

(d) The symbol [A,B,...] is defined recursively by [A, B,.. .] =

[A[B ...]]; [AX,A2, . . ., An, B] = B if n = 0.

(e) The identity arrows will be denoted by the symbol 1 with a subindex if

necessary.

(f) We will follow [24] for all undefined concepts.

The author is deeply indebted to Professor S. Mac Lane for his advice

during the elaboration of this paper.

1. Definitions and basic concepts. A formal closed category is a category V

with the following structure:

(1) A functor [ ]: Vop X V -*V.

(ii) An object / of V.

(iii) A natural isomorphism, iA: A -» [/ A],

(iv) A natural transformation,/^: I—>[A A].

(v) A natural transformation,

LA>BtC:[BC]^[[AB][AC]].

These data satisfy the axioms expressed by the commutativity of the

following types of diagrams:

CC(1) [B B]-> [[A B] [A B] ]

CC(2) [[A A], A, C]

[/'I]

[/, A, C]
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CC(3) [CD]-

L

[[AC],A,D]

L

[[[AB],A,C],[AB],A,D]

M. L. LAPLAZA

L ■+[[BC],B,D]

[IL]

[LI] + [[BC],[AB],A,D],

CC(4) -*[[IB],I, C]

[B, I, C]

CC(5) /,=/,: I-+[12],

A closed category in the sense of Eilenberg-Kelly [3, p. 428] is essentially [9,

p. 51] a formal closed category with the additional axiom that the map

/^-»[1>/1/ be an isomorphism from \{A, B) onto V(2, [A B]).

Let & be the category whose objects are the small categories A with the

following structure:

(i) An object 2.

(ii) A map [ ]: Ob A X Ob A—»Ob A and families of arrows (with no

assumptions of naturality),

iA:A^[lA].

iA:[lA]^A,

jA:I-*[AA],

LA>BtC:[BC]-»[[A,B],A,C],

where A, B and C are objects of A.

(iii) A partial map [ ] from Arr A X Arr A onto Arr A that satisfies the

conditions given below.

(iv) If 1: A -» A is the identity, [1, 1] is defined and is the identity.

(v) If /: X -» y is either one element of the family referred to in (ii), or an

identity, or an element of the image of [ ] and 1 : A -» A is an identity, then

[f,l]:[YA]^[XA],     [l,f]:[AX]->[A Y],

are defined.
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The arrows of & are the functors which preserve strictly the above

structure.

Note that if/and g are arrows of a category A of & the symbol [/, g] is not

always defined. We will adopt the convention of representing by [/, g] any of

the arrows [/, 1][1, g] and [1, g][f, 1]: whenever this convention is used the

results will not depend upon the choice or will be true for any choice, and this

will be also the case when [/, g] is defined in A.

Let Sj be the category of sets with fixed point / and let G: & —> S, be the

forgetful functor which takes each category onto its objects: this functor has a

left adjoint, F, as can be proved by means of the Freyd's adjoint functor

theorem. We are going to give a construction of F: an analogous construction

was used in [18, p. 41] or [17] and the same idea was present in [16, p. 108]

although this last situation was simple enough to allow the omission of the

description of the arrows.

Let S be an object of S7. The objects of F(S) are the elements of the free

[ ]-algebra over S: we will assume that S c Ob F(S). Let now § be the graph

(in the usual sense of graph theory) whose edges are all the formal expressions

of type:

iA:A-*[lA],

iA:[IA]->A,

jA:I->[AA],

LA,B,C:[BC]^[[AB],A,C],

l:A->A,

where A, B and C are elements of F(S). Define % as the free [ ]-algebra over

the edges of § and d0, dx: % -» Ob F(S) as the two maps extending the

graph structure of § and such that

f:A->B,g:C^>D=*[f,g]: [BC]-*[AD].

Finally take as 5" the set of all the edges of % in whose "[ ]-composition"

there is exactly one factor of type /, /', or F and all the others, if any, are

identities: the elements of 3F will be called instances of /,/' or F, respectively.

The arrows of F(S) are the paths with edges in f and the concatenation for

composition [24, p. 50]; the identities are the paths with one vertex and no

edges. It is immediate to complete the structure of F(S) to be an object of &.

Throughout any "unlabeled" adjunction will be supposed to be the adjunc-

tion between F and G as above. We will define the length of an arrow of

F(S) as the number of edges in its path.

Let m: 5-» Ob A be an Fpreserving map and m': F(S)-*A the arrow

defined by the action of the adjunction on m. The action of m' on the objects

and arrows of F(S) can be described intuitively as the result of the action of
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m on the occurrences of objects of S in the objects and in the "labels" of the

edges of the paths defining the arrows of F{S).

We define that two arrows, /, g: X -» Y, of F{S) are equivalent if for any

formal closed category V and the adjoint m': F(S) -* V of any 2-preserving

map m: S-» Ob V we have m'(f) = m'(g). In more intuitive words we can

reformulate the concept of equivalence as follows: / and g are formal

composites of symbols that make sense as arrows in any formal closed

category if we give values into the objects of that category to the occurrences

of elements of S in the label of the expressions of the arrows/and g; /and g

are equivalent if they take the same value in any such process. Note that the

axioms of the formal closed categories imply the equivalence of some arrows

in any category F (S). Thus the axiom CC(1) implies that two arrows of type

J[A B] and LABBjB are equivalent in any category F(S). By the same reason

the naturality of /,/, L and the functoriality of [ ] produce equivalences in

F(S).
The aim of this paper is to find "good" conditions for the equivalence of

arrows in the categories of type F(S). To do that we have to define the

category Graph which is very closely related to the category G of [11, p. 103].

Let op: { + , -}_»{ + , - } be the map defined by op(+) = -, op(-) =

+. The action of op can be extended to the finite sequences of elements of

{ +, — } by the definition:

op(0) = 0,

op(a, . . . a,) = (op(a,) . . . op(a,)).

If A and B are finite sequences of elements of { + , — } we will define [A B] as

the concatenation of op{A) and B. The finite sequence [A B] can be

considered as a finite sequence of "points" in A or B each one of them with

variance + or — ; by using this terminology we can define a graph, g: A —> B,

from A onto F as a fixed-point-free involution of [A B] such that it maps any

point onto a point of opposite variance. The best way of defining the

composition of two graphs,/: A -» B, g: B -» C, is to consider/and g as a set

of links between points; then the composite gf: A -» C is the graph of all the

links between points x and y of [A C] for which there is a finite sequence,

x = xx,x2... x, = y, such that x¡ and x¡+, are linked alternatively by / and

g. The computation of the products of graphs can be done very easily by

representing them as "geometrical graphs" [7, pp. 98-101], [8, p. 130]. It is

routine to check that we have defined a category that we will represent by

Graph. Moreover Graph is a closed category: we take 2 = 0; the internal

homomorphism functor [ ] has been defined already for the objects, and for

arrows / and g the graph [/, g] is just the union of graphs if they are

considered as sets of links among points; the isomorphism / is the identity
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and the natural transformations/' and F consist of the links between identical

points of the repeated arguments. It is very easy to check that Graph is a

closed category hence a formal closed one.

If S is a set containing / there is an obvious map g: S -» Ob Graph given

by g(x) = (+) for x ¥= I and g (I) = 0. The adjunction takes g onto a

functor denoted by graphs or simply by graph: F(5)-» Graph. On the

objects graph substitutes the objects by the ordered formal variance of the

arguments: we say formal in the sense that for it to be the variance in the

usual sense F(S) would have to be formal closed so that [ ] would be a

functor. For/: X -> Y an arrow of F (S), graph(/) is the formal analogue of

the concept of graph of [4, p. 372]. Suppose that V is a formal closed category,

m: S -» Ob V an Fpreserving map and m': F(S) -» V the transform of m by

the adjunction. It is easy to check that for any arrow/: X-* Y of F(S),

graph(/) gives the graph of m'(fi): m'(X) -> m'( Y) in the sense of [4, p. 372].

If V is a formal closed category, the category of shapes of V, denoted by

Shapy or simply by Shap, is the category F(Ob V): the objects of Shap will be

called shapes. The identity map of Ob V defines through the adjunction a

functor, | |v: Shap -> V which in fact is the evaluation at V of the counit of

the adjunction. Thus we have two functors:

||v:Shap^V,

graph v: Shap -» Graph.

The core of the paper is the proof of the implication,

graph(/) = graph(g) =>|/| = | g\,

for arrows/and g of Shap with the same domain and codomain; the solution

of the coherence problem is an immediate consequence as we will see in the

last part of the paper. From an intuitive viewpoint the above implication says

that the "real" value of any formal combination of elements of the structure

of a formal closed category depends only upon the formal expression of the

domain and codomain and the graph of the formal combination.

The following definitions will be used throughout the paper and refer to a

formal closed category V and its category of shapes.

A central arrow of Shap is an identity or any arrow whose edges are

instances of /.

A constant shape is any object of Shap which involves only / in its

expression.

A constant arrow of Shap is any arrow which has only constant shapes in its

vertices.

Let N be the set of nonnegative integers. Besides the length of arrows of

F(S) the following parameters will be used for induction purposes:

The weight is a map w: Ob Shap -» {0, 1} which is defined by the axioms:
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0) *>{I) = 0,
(ii) if X G Ob V - {2}, w{X) = 1,

(iii) w[A B] = \w(A) - w(B)\.

The basic property of the weight is that the existence of an arrow/: X -» Y in

Shap implies w(X) = w(Y) as can be proved immediately by induction on

length(/).

The rank is a pair of N-valued maps defined over the objects and arrows of

Shap. The map rank: Ob Shap -» N is defined recursively by the axioms:

(i) rank(2) = 0,

(ii) if X E Ob V - {I}, rank(A-) = 1,

(iii) if A is a constant shape, rank[^4 X] = rank X,

(iv) if A is not a constant shape,

ranla[A X] = rank A + rank X + 1.

For the arrows of Shap the rank is defined by

rank(/: A -» B) = rank A + rank B.

Note that the equivalence of two arrows implies the equality of their ranks

because the rank only depends upon the domain and codomain of the arrow.

This rank is analogous but different from that of [21, p. 33], and [11, pp.

120-121].

2. The structure of the arrows of Shap and the cut-elimination theorem.

Throughout this section we will suppose that V is a formal closed category

and Shap the category of the shapes of V.

By induction on the length of the arrows of Shap and using straightforward

arguments it is easy to prove the following two propositions:

Proposition 1. Any arrow o/Shap of type f: I->[A B] is equivalent to an

arrow of type

[lg]j:I^>[AA]->[AB],

where length g < length/.

Proposition 2. Any arrow of Shap of type f: [A B]-* I is equivalent to an

arrow of type

i[g,h]:[AB]-*[ll]->I.

The next proposition requires a not so direct proof.

Proposition 3. Any arrow of Shap of type /:/-*/ is constant, that is, any

vertex of the path defining f is constant.

Proof. Suppose that there is an arrow of type f: I -* I which is not

constant. This means that there exist arrows in Shap such that /: I-*X -* I,

where X is not constant. We can take / to be such an arrow so that the
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number of occurrences of objects of V in the expression of X is minimal:

recall that Ob Shap is the free [ ]-algebra over Ob V and that Ob V c

Ob Shap. Taking into account the basic property of weight we have:

w(X) = w(I) = 0,

so that X E Ob V, hence X = [A B] for some A and B; moreover we can

suppose that A is not constant because otherwise there exist arrows in Shap of

type

[AB]^>B,       B^[AB],

and that proves the existence in Shap of an arrow of type

I-+X = [AB]^>B^[A B]-*I

and this fact goes against the minimality of X. By Proposition 1 the arrow/is

equivalent to an arrow of type

I^[AA]-*I,

and by Proposition 2 there are arrows in Shap of type I -» A, A -» / which by

composition give an arrow of type

/ -* A -» I,

where A is not constant and this is a contradiction to the minimality of

X « [A B].
Let A be an object of Shap: we can use instances of / to obtain shapes with

fewer occurrences of F the result of doing this operation as many times as

possible together with the compositive of all the instances is defined to be a

reduction of A. A more formal definition is the following: a reduction of a

shape X is any one of the arrows red^-: X—»redA' and red^: redAr-»Ar

obtained by the application of the following rules:

(i) If A E Ob V, 1 : A -» A is a reduction of A.

(ii) lf a: A -*• red A, a: red A —» A are reductions of A, then

ai: [I A~\-+ A -» red A

and

i a: red A -> A ->[I A ]

are reductions of [I A].

(iii) If 1: A -» A and b: B -> red B, b: red B -» B are reductions of A and B

respectively and A =£ I, then

[1,6]: [A B]-+[A, red B]

and

[1,6]: [A, red B]-*[A B]

are reductions of [A B].
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(iv) If a: A -> red A, a: red A -> A and b: [red A, B] -* red[red A, B], b:

red[redA, B]^>[redA, B] are reductions of A and [red A, B] respectively

and a is not the identity, then

b[a, 1]: [A B] ->[redA, B] -^red[redA, B]

and

[a, l]b: red[red A, B] -^[red A, B] -+[A B]

are reductions of [A B].

We will say that a shape A is reduced if I: A ^>A is a reduction of /I or,

equivalently, if no occurrence of 2 in yl can be eliminated by instances of i.

It is immediate that the reduction of any shape exists and it is unique.

Moreover if A ^ red A is a reduction of A the shape red A is a reduced shape.

The concept of reduction is the basic tool in the proof of the following

proposition that studies the equivalence of central arrows. Similar concepts

denoted reduction and normalization were used in [18, pp. 46 and 59].

Proposition 4. Iff, g: A -» B are central arrows in Shap and A -» red A, B

-» red B are reductions of A and B respectively, then f and g are equivalent and

red A = red B.

Proof. Suppose that h: A —» B is a central arrow of Shap and a: A -»

redy4, b: F—»red 2? are reductions of A and B respectively. It is easy to

prove by induction on length of « that red A = red B and that the arrows

bh: A -» F-»red B,       a: A ^> red A,

are equivalent. Taking into account that the "value" of a reduction in a

formal closed category is an isomorphism the above fact implies that « is

determined up to equivalences by A and B; this proves the proposition.

If Xx, .. ., Xn, A and B are objects of V and « > 1 the symbol

Lx¡.x„,a,b is defined by the axioms:

(i) Lx AB: [A B] -» [[Xn A], Xn, B] is the ordinary left Yoneda arrow.

(iï)lfïX2 ^,w: [AB]-*[UV], then

LXi.x2...xn,A.B = Lxuo,vLxt...x¿tS- Ia B]Auv]-*[iXi u]*x» V\

Intuitively we can define,

Lx,. ..x„,a,b = LxLXj. . . LX¿B,

where each Lx, is a left Yoneda arrow and the subindices have to be

completed so that the composite exists. Moreover an analogous definition can

be given for Shap and in fact we will use this concept later.

By induction on « and straightforward diagram-chase arguments (whose

only difficulty is the size of the drawing) we can prove the commutativity of

the following type of diagrams:
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[AB]

L

[[Yl-"Yt,A],Y1

L

[[[Y1---Yt,C],Y1

->[[CA],C,B]

[II]

Yt,B]       [[CA],[Y1---Yt,C],Y1

\L1]

YpA],[Yl •'•YpC],Y1---Yt,B]

Yt,B]

This fact is useful if one wants to write down in complete detail the proofs

of some of the next propositions: nevertheless it will not be used explicitly in

this paper because we have omitted some computations.

Proposition 5 (Cut-elimination theorem). Any arrow u: X -» Y of Shap

is of one of the following types:

Type I. An arrow equivalent to a central arrow.

Type II. An arrow equivalent to an arrow of the form

c'[f, g]c: X^[A B] -+[A' B'} -* Y,

where c and c' are central arrows andf is not constant.

Type III. An arrow equivalent to an arrow of the form

c'[h l]L[lg]c:X->[AB]^[A C]

^[[Xx ...Xr,A],Xx... Xr, C] ->[D, Xx... Xr, C] -» Y,

where c is central, X, D and at least one of the X¡'s are not constant and c' is

the identity or a central arrow of the form

[D,XX... Xr, C] ->[F, ...K„D,XX... X„ C]

where the K/s are constant.

Type IV. An arrow equivalent to an arrow of the form

c'[lg]jc:X^I^[AA]^[AB]-*Y,

where c and c' are central and A is not constant.

Proof. We will omit a detailed exposition of the proof that requires more

patience than ingenuity and we will limit ourselves to giving a general outline:

one has to use induction on the length of u and rather straightforward

diagram-chase arguments, being patient enough to detail all the cases and

subcases which appear. Although the best way of organizing this induction

can depend on the personal characteristics of the reader we will outline the

method that we have followed.

The case length(w) = 1 is immediate. In the general case we studied

separately the case of X or Y being a constant shape because then we can use
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Propositions 1, 2 or 3. In the remaining cases we decompose u as

« = hf:LX^ Y^Z,

where length(«) = 1, so that / satisfies the induction hypothesis and we can

assume that / is of one of the types given in the proposition. After this we

subdivided the case into the consideration of « being central or noncentral

and we considered the possibilities of the types of /and form of «.

A crucial consequence of the proposition is that the rank of the arrows /

and g which appear in Type II, the rank of « and g which appear in Type III

and the rank of g which appears in Type IV is lower than the rank of u: this

fact will be used for induction purposes.

An alternative formulation of the above proposition would be the follow-

ing: define a constructible arrow of Shap as an arrow satisfying the proposi-

tion and then our cut-elimination theorem is equivalent to the proposition

that the class of constructible arrows is closed for composition. Under this

formulation the above proposition appears more similar to the so-called

cut-elimination theorems that appear elsewhere.

The cut-elimination technique of substituting the ordinary composition of

arrows for another type of composition more suitable for induction purposes

seems to be used for the first time for coherence problems in [11] and

according to [11, p. 101] and to [8, p. 142] it was borrowed from Gentzen [5]

via Lambek [13], [14]. As we have pointed out after Proposition 5, our

cut-elimination theorem can be put in a form closely related to some

propositions [11, p. 119], [12, p. 23], [20, p. 185] which appear in the

framework of the theory of symmetric closed monoidal categories: there is a

deep reason for this fact because as we will see in the last part of the paper

the category Shap can be used as a kind of "skeleton" of a closed category

and any closed category can be embedded structure-preservingly in a biclosed

category [19].

Proposition 6. If [P Q] is a reduced shape, any central arrow of type c:

[P Q]-* R is equivalent to an arrow of the form

[cx...Cl]i...i:[PQ]^[l,P,Q]^...

-*[I,I...I,P,Q]-*[KX...K,_2,P',Q'],

where the c/s are central arrows and the Kj's are constant shapes.

Proof. Induction on length(c). The case length(c) = 1 is trivial taking into

account that [P Q] is reduced; in the general case and by using Proposition 4

it is sufficient to check that the composition of an arrow which satisfies the

proposition with an instance of /' gives an arrow equivalent to an arrow of the

same type and this is immediate.
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An analogous proposition holds for central arrows of type c: R-*[P Q]

where [P Q]is reduced: it is enough to take the "formal inverse" of c.

3. The coherence theorem. Throughout this section V will be a formal

closed category, Shap the category of shapes of V and graph: Shap -> Graph

and | |: Shap -> V the functors defined in §1.

Recall that the objects of Shap are the elements of the free [ ]-algebra over

Ob V so that they can be thought to be ordered sequences of objects of V

combined with symbols [ and ]: we will call points of a shape the occurrences

of the objects of V in the expression of the shape. The functor graph:

Shap -» Graph takes the shapes onto ordered sequences of elements of

{+, — } in such a way that to each point of X that is not an occurrence of /

corresponds a point of graph(A'). If /: X -> y is an arrow of Shap, graph(/) is

a set of links between points of graph(A') and graph(7) and via the corre-

spondence just mentioned we can also suppose that graph(/) is a set of links

between the points of X and Y. Then the following definition makes sense: if

/: X -» Y is an arrow of Shap we will say that a set of points of X and Y is

closed for graph(/) if any point of the set is an occurrence of / or is linked by

graph(/) with another point of the same set.

Proposition 7. Let f: [Ax, . . . , Ar] -> [Bx, . . .,  FJ be an arrow of Shap.

Then,

(i) if A¡ is closed for graph(/), / is equivalent to an arrow of type

h[l . . . g . . . 1]: [Ax . . . A-, . . . A,} ̂ [Ax . . . I. . . Ar] ->[5, . . . Bs],

(ii) if Bj is closed for graph(/),/w equivalent to an arrow of type

[l...p...l]q:[Ax...Ar]^[Bx...I...Bs] ->[P, .. . F, ... Bs}.

Proof. If the A¡ or F, referred to in the hypothesis of the proposition are

constant shapes the proposition is immediate because there are central arrows

of type

At -» I -» A¡,    I —» A¡-* I,

5, -» J -* Bp    I->Bj-> I,

that are equivalent to the identity. Thus it is easy to reduce the proposition to

the case of the domain and codomain of/being reduced shapes and to prove

it by induction on rank(/). The case rank(/) = 0 is trivial and in the general

case the cut-elimination theorem can be used to prove the proposition by

means of a straightforward argument.

We will define a flat arrow as an arrow /: X -> Y of Shap which satisfies

the following axioms:

(i) The shapes X and Y are reduced.
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(ii) If X = [Ax,. . ., Ar], r > 1 and A¡ ¥* 2, then the set of points of A¡ is

(iii) If Y = [Bx,..., Bs], s > 1 and F, =?= 2, then the set of points of Bj is

not closed for graph(/).

Intuitively speaking a flat arrow is an arrow with reduced domain and

codomain which cannot be decomposed properly by means of Proposition 7.

The next proposition is a simplified version of the cut-elimination theorem

valid only for flat arrows.

Proposition 8. If u: X -» Y is a flat arrow of Shap then u is of one of the

following types:

Reduced type I. An arrow equivalent to the identity.

Reduced type II. An arrow equivalent to an arrow of the form

[g,h]:[AB]-+[CD].

Reduced type III. An arrow equivalent to an arrow of the form

[a l]L[lp]c:X-*[A B] -+[A C] ->[[*, ... Xr,A],Xx ...X„ C]

-+[D,XX...X„C],

where r > I and c is the identity or c = i: X ^> [I X].

Reduced type IV. An arrow equivalent to an arrow of the form

[lq]j:I->[AA]->[AB].

Proof. By Proposition 5, u can be of four different types and it will be

sufficient to prove the proposition for everyone of them.

Type I. The arrow u is central and by Proposition 4, X = Y and / is

equivalent to the identity hence/is of reduced type I.

Type II. The arrow u is equivalent to an arrow of the form

c'[f, g]c: X^[A B] -+[A' B'] -> Y,

where c and c' are central and / is not constant. Proposition 3 implies that A

and A' can not be both constant and because u is flat A is constant if and

only if A' is constant: then Proposition 6 proves almost immediately that u is

of reduced type II.

Type III. The fact of y being reduced implies that if u is of Type III it is

equivalent to an arrow of the form

[hl]L[\g]c:X-+[AB]-*[A C]

-*[[Xl...X„A],Xx...Xr,C]-+[D,Xx...X„C] = Y,

where r > 1 and c is central. By Propositions 4 and 6, the functoriality of [ ]

and the naturality of L and i in formal closed categories we can assume that c

is the identity or c = i: X -» [2 X], so that u is of reduced type III.

Type IV. If u is of Type IV the fact of X being reduced implies that u is

equivalent to an arrow of the form
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c>[lq]j:I-+[AA]-*[AB]-*Y,

where c' is central and A is not constant. Proposition 6 allows us to prove

easily that we can suppose that c' is the identity so that u is of reduced Type

IV.

Proposition 9. Let f: X -> [Ux ... Us, Vx ... Vt, V] be an arrow of Shap

with s > 0, t > 1. Suppose that any point in one of the shapes V¡ is linked by

graph(/) with another point in one of the shapes V} and suppose moreover that

the set of points of any V¡ is not closed for graph(/). Then f is equivalent to an

arrow of type

[I... l,g]6: X-*[VX ...US,V]^[UX... Us, Vx... V„ V],

where g is of type

g = [h,l...l]Li: V~>[IV]

-+[[V2...V„I],V2...Vl,V]-*[Vl...VrV].

Proof. We will give only the general outline of the proof that is a long

induction on ( + rank(/). The case t + rank(/) = 2 is trivial and for the

general case it is convenient to consider separately the three following

subcases:

(a) There is a q such that 1 < q < t and any point in {Vx ... Vq) is linked

by graph(/) with another point in {Vx... V.}'. it is very easy to use twice the

induction hypothesis to prove the proposition.

(b) The arrow / is flat: one has to consider separately the reduced types

given by Proposition 8. When/is of reduced type I, II or IV the proof of the

Proposition is straightforward. When / is of reduced type III it is equivalent

to an arrow of form

X^[A B] -+[A C]-*[[Xx...Xr,A],Xx... X„ C]

^[D,Xx...Xr,C]=[Ux...Us,Vx... V„ V],

where X-*[A B] is the identity or /: X^>[I X], and the proof of the

proposition can be done easily by studying separately the following situa-

tions:

(b)(ï) s = 0,

(b)(ii) s ^ 0, C = V or C = [Vx ... V„ V] for / > 1,

(b)(m)s^0,C = [Vx...V„V],

(b)(iv)i * 0,C = [Ut...Us,Vx... Vt, V] for i > 1,
(b)(v) V = [Xp . . . Xr, C], forp > 1.

(c) In the general case it is easy to prove that one can suppose without loss

of generality that X is reduced. Moreover it is easy to prove that if an arrow
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of /satisfies the proposition so does cf when c is an instance of /: B -*[I B],

and that allows us to reduce the proof of the proposition to the case of

[Ux ... Us, Vx .. . Vt, V] being a reduced shape and either we are in case (b)

or we can use Proposition 7 to apply the induction hypothesis to prove the

proposition.

Proposition 10 (Coherence Theorem). Iff, g: X -» Y are arrows in Shap

such that graph(/) = graph(g), then |/| = |g|.

Proof. We will use induction on rank(/). If we take into account that the

image by | | of any reduction is an isomorphism we can assume without loss

of generality that X and Y are reduced.

The case rank(/) = 0 is trivial. For the general case we have to remark that

the relation graph(/) = graph(g) implies that/ is flat if and only if g is flat.

Consequently if / is not flat we can use Proposition 7 to find similar

decompositions of / and g in which we can use immediately the induction

hypothesis. Thus we can suppose that/and g are flat.

A case to be considered separately is when

Y = [UX...US,VX...V„V]

and any point of a V¡ is linked by graph(/) = graph(g) with another point in

a Vj-. as/and g are flat no one of the V¡ is closed for graph(/) = graph(g)

and we can use Proposition 9 to find decompositions of /and g where we can

use easily the induction hypothesis.

In the remaining cases we can examine the reduced types given in Proposi-

tion 8 and the proof turns out to be straightforward when for g is of reduced

type I, II or IV. Thus the only case to be studied is when / and g are of

reduced type III and within trivial permutation of the data we have to

consider the two following possibilities:

f = [f",l...l]Lf':[AB]^[AC]

-*[[Xx...X„A],Xl...X„C]^[D,Xx...X„C],

g = [g",l...l]Lg':[AB]^[AC]

-*[[XX ...Xr,A],Xx... Xr, C] ^[D, Xx... Xr, C],

f = [f",l...l]Lf':[AB]^[AC]

->[[*, ...Xr,A],Xx... Xr, C] -*[D,Xx... Xr, C],

(ii) g = [g", 1 . .. l]Fg': [A B] -+[A, Xs+l... X„ C]

^[[Xx...Xs,A],Xx...Xs,Xs+x...Xr,C]

-+[D,Xl...X„C].
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In the case (i) we can use immediately the induction hypothesis. In the case

(ii) it is easy to deduce from the structure of / and g and the relation

graph(/) = graph(g) that the points of {Xs+X .. . Xr) are closed for graph(/)

and this case was studied already.

As we will see in the next section this proposition is the key for an almost

immediate solution of the coherence problem and this is the reason for the

name of "coherence theorem".

4. The solution of the coherence problem. Throughout this section S will be

a set including / as an element and F(S), graph and Graph are as defined in

§1.
The coherence theorem in the preceding section establishes conditions

under which two arrows of Shap (the category of shapes of a formal closed

category V) are equal when "translate" in the concrete elements of the

category V: the result is handy to use because the computation of the graph

of the arrows of Shap can be done by means of almost mechanical drawings.

Any closed category is formal closed so that our results apply immediately to

closed categories.

We are going to complete our work by proving that the graph determines

the arrows of F (S) within equivalences.

Proposition 11. Let fig: X-» Y be two arrows of F(S) with the same

domain and codomain. Then f and g are equivalent if and only if graph(/) =

graph(g).

Proof. The definitions of graph and equivalence imply that if / and g are

equivalent then graph(/) = graph(g) and this proves a part of the proposi-

tion.

Suppose that V is a formal closed category, Shap the category of shapes of

V, m: S -» Ob V an Fpreserving map and m': F(S) -> V the functor obtained

by means of the adjunction.

Note that we have a commutative diagram

Ob Graph \m      ObV

*\ I /'
ObV
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where the maps gs and gv have been defined in §1. We have to remark also

that the adjunction takes the maps gs, gv and 1 onto the functors

graphs: F(S) -* Graph,

graphv: Shap -» Graph,

| | : Shap -» V,

respectively.

The commutativity of the above diagrams implies the relations,

m' = | | • F(m),        graphs = graphv ° F(m),

and we have the chain of implications,

graphs(/) = graphs(g)

=> graphv(F(m)(/)) = graphv(F (m)(g))

=*\F(m)(f)\ =\F(m)(g)\^m'(f) = m'(g).

Thus graphs(/) = graphs(g) implies that/and g are equivalent and we have

proved the proposition.

We can now give a construction that clarifies the meaning of the equiva-

lence of arrows in F(S). If we consider the quotient of F(S) by the

equivalence of arrows we obtain a category F'(S). It is very easy to check

that F'(S) is a formal closed category that has the following universal

property: if V is a formal closed category and m: S-» Ob V is a map such

that m(I) = / then there is exactly one functor m': F'(S) -> V that preserves

the structure and reduces to m over S c Ob F'(S). In other words, F' is the

left adjoint of the forgetful functor G' from the category of formal closed

categories and strict-structure-preserving functors onto the sets with fixed

point F G' takes each category onto its objects. Thus the solution of the

coherence problem gives a useful tool to describe the free categories F'(S):

one could also take the viewpoint of considering the description of F'(S) as

the relevant coherence problem [10, p. 283].

Moreover F'(S) is a closed category and this proves that F' is also the left

adjoint for the restriction of G ' to the full subcategory of closed categories.

This fact seems to be equivalent to an opinion of G. M. Kelly [9, p. 52] and it

is another confirmation that the coherence problem in closed and formal

closed categories is essentially the same.
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